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The influence of the orientation angles of the projectile- and target-nucleus symmetry axes relative to the
beam direction on the production of the evaporation residues (ERs) is investigated for the 48Ca+154Sm
reaction as a function of the beam energy. The measured yields of ERs by massive nuclei reactions have
been well reproduced by using the partial fusion and quasi-fission cross-sections obtained in the dinuclear
system model. At lower beam energies, only the orientation angles close to αP = 30◦ (projectile) to αP =
0◦–15◦(target) can contribute to the ER formation. At large beam energies (about Ec.m. = 140–180 MeV),
all αP−αT configurations of reactants can contribute to the ER cross-section, which ranges between 10 and
100 mb, while at Ec.m. > 185 MeV, the ER cross-section ranges between 1 and 0.1 mb because the fission
barrier for the compound nucleus decreases by increasing its excitation energy and angular momentum.
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We use the method developed in our previous papers (1–4) to describe the role of all three stages,
starting from the dinuclear system (DNS) formation (5) at capture of the projectile by the target
nucleus, then its evolution into a compound nucleus and the production of the evaporation residues
(ERs) after the emission of gamma-quanta, neutrons, protons and α-particles. The method allows
us to determine the corresponding cross-sections of capture, complete fusion and the formation
of the ERs. By this method, we were able to determine the angular momentum distribution of
the crosssection at the DNS stage (determined by the conditions of the entrance channel) and at
competition between quasi-fission and complete fusion, affected by the conditions of the reaction
mechanism. Therefore, the de-excitation chain of the compound nucleus (characterized by the
fission-evaporation competition) is also affected by the reaction dynamics (6, 7). The cross-section
of ERs, which can be compared with the corresponding experimental data, is calculated by the
determination of the survived ACNZCN compound nucleus and other excited intermediate nuclei
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along the de-excitation cascade of CN after the emission of neutrons, y protons and k α-particles
at the xth step of the cascade by the formula (6, 8):

σER(x)(E
∗
x ) =

�d∑
�=0

(2� + 1)σ �
(x−1)(E

∗
x )Wsur(x−1)(E

∗
x , �). (1)

In our model, we calculate σ �
fus(E

∗
CN) by estimating the competition of the complete fusion with

quasi-fission if we know the partial capture cross-section:

σ �
fus(Ec.m.) = σ �

cap(Ec.m.)PCN(Ec.m., �), (2)

where PCN(Ec.m.) is the hindrance factor for the formation of the compound nucleus connected
with the competition between complete fusion and quasi-fission as possible channels of evolution
of the DNS. Details of the method to calculate σ �

cap and σ �
fus are described in (8, 9).

The present paper is devoted to the study of the dependence of the ER cross-section on the
orientation angles of the deformed nuclei. Certainly, it is impossible to directly establish the above-
mentioned dependence in an experimental way. But theoretical analysis allows us to estimate the
contributions of collisions by different orientation angles to the measured ER cross-sections.

Usually, the final results of the ER cross-sections are obtained by averaging the contributions
calculated for the different orientation angles of the symmetry axis of the reacting nuclei

〈σER(Ec.m.)〉 =
∫ π/2

0
sin αP

∫ π/2

0
σER(Ec.m.; αP, αT)) sin αT dαP dαT, (3)

where σER(Ec.m.; αP, αT) is calculated by Equation (1) for all considered orientation angles of the
symmetry axes of the projectile and target nuclei. The fusion excitation function is determined
by the product of the partial capture cross-sections σ �

cap and fusion probabilities PCN of DNS:

σfus(E; αP, αT) =
�d∑

�=0

(2� + 1)σcap(E, �; αP, αT)PCN(E, �; αP, αT). (4)

The fission cross-section is calculated by the advanced statistical code (8, 10) that takes into
account the damping of the shell correction in the fission barrier as a function of the nuclear
temperature and orbital angular momentum. Instead, fast fission is a binary process that occurs
only at high values of the orbital angular momentum. It consists of the disintegration of the
mononucleus into two fragments, which has a very high angular momentum and survives quasi-
fission (the decay of the DNS into two fragments). Moreover, it is well known that the fission
barrier for a compound nucleus decreases by increasing its angular momentum and disappears at
the definite value �f (11). Therefore, the mononucleus, having a high value of angular momentum,
splits into two fragments immediately if its angular momentum is larger than �f , because there
is not a barrier providing stability.

To investigate the influence of the angular orientations of the projectile and target nuclei on
the ER yields, we chose the 48Ca+154Sm reaction because the experimental data of the ER cross-
sections for this reaction are presented in (12). To understand in detail the preceding mechanism
leading to the formation of the ER, we studied the dependence of the competition between quasi-
fission and complete fusion on the orientation angles αP and αT of the symmetry axes of the
projectile and target nuclei, respectively. The quadrupole deformation parameter of 154Sm is equal
to 0.27 in the ground state. Although 48Ca is spherical, in our calculations we took into account
the quadrupole 2+ and octupole 3− collective excitations and used for it the values 〈β(+)

2 〉 = 0.101
(from (13)) and 〈β(−)

3 〉 = 0.25 (from (14)) as the effective deformation parameters. The ER data
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Figure 1. The theoretical excitation functions for capture (solid line), fusion + fast-fission (dot-dashed line),
quasi-fission (dashed line), ER (thick short dashed line), fission (thin short-dashed line) and fast-fission (dash-double
dotted line) versus the beam energy Ec.m. for the 48Ca+154Sm reaction leading to the 202Pb compound nucleus. Open
circles are the experimental data of the ERs given in (12).

are comparable with the fusion cross-section at beam energies lower than Ec.m. = 150 MeV,
whereas at beam energies higher than Ec.m. = 160 MeV, the fission cross-section overcomes the
ERs, becoming comparable with the fusion cross-section (Figure 1).

At beam energies lower than about Ec.m. = 140 MeV, the quasi-fission contribution is compa-
rable with the capture formation, and the fusion process is strongly hindered. Therefore, only the
small orientation angles of the symmetry axis of the projectile–target nuclei relative to the beam
direction give appreciable contributions to the fusion cross-section.

This phenomenon was discussed in (9), and we observe it clearly for the investigated
48Ca+154Sm reaction. This is related to the dependence of the potential energy surface, particu-
larly of the driving potential Udr , on the orientation angles. As a result, the competition between
complete fusion and quasi-fission becomes a function of αP and αT (9).

The dependence of the production of the ER nuclei on the orientation angle αT of the target-
nucleus symmetry axis is presented in Figure 2 for some values of the beam energy and the
orientation angle αP of the projectile symmetry axis. In the figure, the different lines are related to
various values of αP. At the smallest beam energy Ec.m. = 125.8 MeV (corresponding to Ec.m. =
35.1 MeV of the compound nucleus), we observe the ER cross-section only for αP = 30◦ and αT =
0◦–12◦ range.At Ec.m. = 137.2 MeV (Ec.m. = 46.5 MeV), the number of orientations contributing
to the ER production increases, and we obtain observable results for αP = 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦ in
the ranges of the αT orientations from 0◦ up to 59◦, 58◦, 28◦ and 13◦, respectively, because in the
collisions with the corresponding beam energies, capture and complete fusion are impossible at
larger values of the orientation angle αT . Therefore, when the beam energy is high enough (for
example, Ec.m. = 156.3 MeV or Ec.m. = 171.2 MeV, corresponding to Ec.m. = 65.6 or 80.8 MeV
respectively), all angular configurations of reactants lead to the observation of the ERs with cross-
sections in the range 10–100 mb. At Ec.m. = 194.4 MeV (Ec.m. = 103.7 MeV), all orientation
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Figure 2. ER cross-section versus the αT orientation angle, at some fixed energies Ec.m. and for a set of αP orientation
angles.

angles can contribute to the formation of ERs, but with small cross-sections, σER = 1–0.1 mb,
because by increasing the beam energy, the number of partial waves leading to the complete
fusion increases. The decrease of σER at Ec.m. = 194.4 MeV is related to the fact that the fission
barrier for a compound nucleus decreases by increasing its excitation energy (3, 4) and angular
momentum (11). Therefore, the survival probability of the heated compound nucleus along the
de-excitation cascade decreases. Another phenomenon leading to the decrease of σER at higher
beam energy is the fast-fission process.
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